SOUNDTRACK- Final Project 8

th

Grade

You are to create a soundtrack for the movie of your life. You will select 7 songs
that represent an “importance” in your life. This is a personal project that
represents you so be thoughtful in your choices. You will be designing a cover
mockup and titling your creation. You will have access to any of the CDs that I
have available or you may use your own. DUE _________________________.
1. Determine seven pivotal points within your life. These may be events, influential people,
milestones you have reached or strived for, specific ages you remember most, or
something/knowledge that has caused you to think differently or grow. These points
should be important and have an impact on you.
2. Listen to the available music to determine a song which will represent each of these
events.
3. Choose a total of eight songs to represent each pivotal point. The song selection may be
from different eras, styles, and ages (i.e. everything from nursery rhymes, classical, jazz,
to rock—you choose.)
4. **Bonus track—Save your last song (#7) to represent your future self. What do you
hope to be/accomplish/or want for your future?
5. Write and design liner notes (album/sleeve notes) for this soundtrack.
6. Each entry must contain song title, recording artist and reference: web location (URL) or
other credited source (name of CD from which it was taken, producers, and year).
7. You must log where in your life this would take place and why this song fits this point.
8. Evaluate why you think each song is perfect for this specific point in your life with use of
details and supportive evidence from your life and song. (compare)
9. FINAL PRODUCTION: Whether or not your liner notes can actually fit into a CD jewel
case, you are to design a detailed mockup of the CD cover. This will include a cover
picture and a title. (use color) Maximum size is 8”x 8”.

**As an additional track Bonus#2 you and your class will come up with a class
song that best represents your graduation or time together. Everyone will agree to
include this song on their CD.

